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ABSTRACT
Language model pretraining has yielded significant results in di-
verse natural language processing tasks. RoberTa, an efficientmethod
for pretraining self-supervised NLP systems, is a good example. Our
hypothesis in this paper is that the performance of Spatial Role
Labeling (SpRL) can be improved by combining static word vectors
and bags of features with RoberTa vectors. Furthermore, we show
that our method is successful in several SpRL datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Spatial Role Labeling (SpRL) [13] introduces a language-independent
annotation scheme to identify spatial scene objects and relation-
ships within a text, including reasoning purposes. Spatial Role
Labeling is used in many application areas such as robotics [18],
maritime navigation [9], traffic management [1], in query response
systems [3]. It involves processing sentences in a text and identify-
ing the objects in spatial scenes and their relationships.

Linguistic constructs may communicate complex relationship
structures and spatial relationships between them and movement
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patterns across space relative to a reference point. A spatial relation-
ship between two objects is typically expressed in natural language
through a preposition (e.g. in, on, at, ...) or prepositional expression
(on top of, inside of, ...).

For instance, in the a sentence "Trees in the background" where
the token "Trees" is a TRAJECTOR (TR), "background" a LAND-
MARK (LM), and "in" the SPATIAL INDICATOR (SI). The spatial
indicator (often a preposition) establishes the type of spatial rela-
tionship. Thus, the task of SpRL is to process the sentences of a
text automatically and identify the spatial scene objects and the
relations between them.

A trajector (TR) describes a central object of a spatial scene. It
can be static or dynamic; including persons, objects, or events. The
landmark (LM) is a spatial role label that denotes the location or
the motion of the TR. It indicates a secondary object of a spatial
scene, to which a possible spatial relation can figure out. A spatial
Indicator (SI) is a spatial role label allocated to a word or a phrase
to flags a spatial relation between objects (TR and LM).

Most of the existing SpRL approaches imply Word Embedding
(WE). WE is one of the most useful deep learning methods used
for constructing vector representations of words. Although very
effective, thesemethods have certain limits and need to be improved.
Recently, contextualized word representations models like BERT
[7] and RoBERTa [14] acheived state-of-art in many nlp tasks.

In this research, we propose to improve the accuracy of SpRL
systems. We propose to combine static word vectors and bags of
features with vectors from RoberTa. The results show that proposed
method increases the accuracy of embeddings vectors for SpRL. The
main contributions of our work are the following:

1) We present a RoberTa based approach for SpRL.
2) We combine RoberTa vectors with the WE vector ,and bag

features, including Part of Speech and character-level repre-
sentation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows : Section 2
describes the related works and literature review. Section 3 presents
our proposed method and describes the proposed deep learning
model. Section 4 reports the designed experimental setup. Results
are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the major
findings.
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2 RELATEDWORK
SpRL has been the subject of several evaluation compaigns in the
context of SemEval. SemEval is a series of ongoing evaluations of
computational semantic analysis systems to explore the nature of
meaning in language. Although meaning is intuitive to humans,
the transfer of these intuitions to computer analysis has proven
complicated.

The SemEval campaigns in automatic information extraction of
the years 2012, 2013, and 2015 involved challenges to be taken up
in SpRL on a specific proposed corpus of reference texts. Thus, the
SpRL task at SemEval 2012 [11] focused on the roles of TRs, LMs,
SIs, and the links between these roles form spatial relations. The
formal semantics of the relations were considered at a granular
level, composed of three types of relations: directional, regional
(topological), and distal (the part furthest from a reference center).
The spatial roles are assigned both to phrases and their headwords,
but only the headwords are evaluated for this task.

In the SemEval 2013 SpRL task, [10] introduced new roles to in-
clude motion indicators, paths, directions, and distances to capture
the fine-grained spatial semantics of static spatial relationships and
also to take into account dynamic spatial relationships. In this task,
the entire span of spatial roles is evaluated, not only headwords.

The SpaceEval task, introduced in SemEval-2015, adopted a more
advanced annotation specification with respect to ISOspace [21].
SpaceEval, first, enriches the semantics’ granularity in both static
and dynamic spatial configurations, and secondly, by extending
the variety of annotated data and the domains considered. Indeed,
the concept of place is distinguished from the concept of a spatial
entity.

The KUL-SKIP-CHAIN-CRF [13] system adopted a pipeline ap-
proach. In the beginning, spatial indicators are found and labeled
for each sentence. Then, given a spatial indicator, the second task
consists of classifying parts of an input sentence with LM or TR
labels. To identify the SI, authors use an external corpus The Prepo-
sition Project (TPP) labeled to learn the sens of preposition. As a
result, the binary classification of a preposition’s spatial is made. In
the same way, TR and LM are identified to leverage many linguisti-
cally motivated features. Finally, SIs, TRs, and LMs are combined
into spatial relation triplets.

The UTDSpRL [22] system used a join approach to tackle the
SpRL task. Authors expose that the pipeline approach cannot per-
form well if a spatial roles arguments are considered in isolation.
They propose an alternative system that jointly decides whether
a given candidate triple expresses a spatial relation or not. The
approach used a recall heuristics to find spatial relation candidate
triple. A hand-crafted dictionary was used to detect SPATIAL_ IN-
DICATOR candidates, allowing the decrease of negative relation
candidates in comparison to the pipeline method, which considers
every phrase as a spatial role. Then, noun phrase heads were treated
as TRAJECTOR and LANDMARK candidates. Finally, a Support
Vector Machine (SVM), was trained with somemanually engineered
features chosen by an automatic feature selector, to classify the
relation candidate.

The UNITOR-HMM-TK [2] system uses a sequence-based clas-
sifier. First, classifies spatial and motion indicators, then built on
these outcomes to identify spatial roles through a set of lexical and

grammatical features. The generated candidate spatial relations
are verified by a Support Vector Machine (SVM). This approach’s
significant contribution is to adopt smooth grammatical features
instead of a full syntax of the sentence.

SpRL-CNN system [19] rely on an adapted version of the nlp-
net1 system. First, a spatial indicator is identified by a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) witch it converts the tokens (spatial indicator)
into feature vectors. Then, these vectors are fed to Conventional
Neural Network (CNN) to classify the argument and spatial relation
triples. Additionally, pre-trained Glove word embeddings were used
to reduce the impact of words not seen in the training data.

The VIEW system [15] consists of producing word embedding
vectors from multimodal. The goal is to be able to encode the visual
information of images within the "Feature vector" produced by [12]
by concatenating them with the "embedding" of VIEW.

Recently, [6] extended SpRL to encode data in radiology con-
text. They presented a dataset with 2000 chest X-ray reports. The
annotation involves a radiographic conclusion and its associated
anatomical position.

Most of the existing systems depend heavily on manual features
and do not benefit from the advances of NLP systems based on deep
learning techniques.

3 PROPOSED METHOD
This section details the approach we advance to improve the SpRL
task bymixing static word vectors and bags of featureswith RoberTa
vectors. The prominent architecture of the proposed method is
shown in figure 1.

3.1 Generate RoBERTa contextualized word
embeddings

BERT is meant to pre-train deep bidirectional representations. Then,
the pre-trained BERTmodel can be fine-tuned to create state-of-the-
art models for a wide range of tasks. However, RoBERTa authors
find that BERT was under-trained and present a replication study of
BERT that outperformed the BERT model. In this work, we attend
to use RoBERTa vector in SpRL tasks. To fine-tune RoBERTa for
SpRL we need first the input data to be tokenized. Words will be
splitted into smaller word-pieces and characters. Some subwords
have two hash characters ’##’ preceding them, indicating that they
are part of a bigger word and are preceded by another subword. For
instance, word “pylons” is divided into three tokens as ’p’, ’##yl’, and
’##ons’. To generate the embedding vector for the word "pylons," we
average the three tokens vectors to get a unique vector of the word
"pylons." In order to retrieve the vectors, the authors of original
BERT propose several choices [7]. We opted for the concatenation
of the last four layers in this work because this method gave us the
best results.

3.2 Part-of-speech to vector
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is an essential and fundamental step
in Natural Language Processing that specifies the appropriate POS
tag for each word in a text. The POS contains a wealth of infor-
mation about a word and its neighbors and grammatical groups of

1http://nilc.icmc.usp.br/nlpnet/
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Figure 1: The global architecture of our proposed method.

words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) and similarities and
differences. Each produced POS tag is transformed into a vector
representation.

3.3 Character to vector
The character-level offers much information about the word’s mean-
ing. Using this knowledge, the model’s quality can be considerably
improved [4]. We utilized a Convolution Neural Network (CNN)
to encode the structure of words. We used one-hot encoding to
encode each character into a vector, which we will be feed into a
CNN.

3.4 BiLSTM-CRF Architecture
After concatenating RoBERTa vector along with static word em-
bedding, POS tag vector, and character level vector into a single
vector. We feed the resulting vector to a BiLSTM-CRF model [16].
When processing sequence labeling tasks, each labeling decision
for each word is produced independently of the others, but in many
cases neighboring decisions leverage each other. The Bi-directional
LSTM (BiLSTM) encodes each sequence forwards and backward
to capture past and future information. Given an input sequence
𝑥 = (𝑥1, ..., 𝑥𝑛) and a sequence of SpRL labels 𝑦 = (𝑦1, ..., 𝑦𝑛) for x.
The probabilistic model for overall possible tag sequences will be
defined as:

𝑝 (𝑠 |𝑥 ;𝑤) = 𝑒 (𝑤.Φ(𝑥,𝑦))∑
𝑥 ′ 𝑒

(𝑤.Φ(𝑥 ′,𝑦))′ (1)

where s extends overall possible output sequence and w is the
parameter vector. Indeed, the expression𝑤.Φ(𝑥,𝑦) = 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑟 𝑓 (𝑥,𝑦)
represents the scoring function that indicates how y fits x. In the
CRF layer, we aim to replace the linear scoring function with a
non-linear neural network. We define the score by:

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐵𝑖𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀−𝑐𝑟 𝑓 (𝑥,𝑦) =
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=0

𝑊𝑦𝑖−1,𝑦𝑖 .𝐵𝑖𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 (𝑥)𝑖 + 𝑏𝑦𝑖−1,𝑦𝑖 (2)

With the score function constructed, we can efficiently use past
and future tags to predict the current tag and optimize the condi-
tional probability 𝑝 (𝑦 |𝑥 ;𝑤,𝑏) and propagating back through the
network. We use an interaction function 𝐼 ( ®𝑤𝑐𝑖 𝑠 , ®𝑝𝑖 ) to capture the
interaction between the child and its parent in a dependency tree.
The function 𝐼 is based on average. This meta-embedding technique
gives results same as concatenation, with the additional benefit of
reduced dimensionality [5].

The SpRL task is divided mainly into two subtasks: spatial role
extraction and spatial relation extraction. For the relation extrac-
tion task, we aim to figure out which spatial roles discovered in the
previous classification phase can be composed as valid spatial rela-
tions. All possible spatial roles are first generated by heuristics and
then combinatorially combined to acquire candidate relationships.
The network was feed with three input representation vectors 𝑣 ,
each referring to the trajector, spatial indicator, and landmark.
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4 EXPERIMENTS
We conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed approach for SpRL. In this section, we describe datasets used
for testing followed by the experimental setup.

4.1 Datasets and preprocessing
We use the SemEval-2012 and SemEval-2013 shared tasks. We have
chosen these two corpora because they are the reference corpora
for SpRL and most systems have been tested in.

4.1.1 SemEval-2012 Data. The first corpus is a subset of the IAPR
TC-12 image Benchmark [8]. It contains 613 text files that include
1213 sentences in total. The original corpus was available without
copyright restrictions 2. Tourists took 20,000 images with textual
descriptions in different languages. The texts describe objects in
a scene together with their absolute and relative positions in the
image. The data is released in XML format.

4.1.2 SemEval-2013 Data. The dataset for SemEval2013 includes
two distinctive corpora. The first one is the SemEval2012 Data
presented in the previous sub-section but with some modifications.
The Data was transformed into a span-based annotation, and some
annotation error was corrected. The second corpus originates from
the Confluence Project 3. This project tries to outline all possible
latitude-longitude intersections on earth, and people who visit these
intersections provide written narratives of the visit.

4.1.3 Preprocessing. The original XML encoding for the previ-
ous datasets was converted into CoNLL-U format with Stanford
CoreNLP toolkit [17] to get POS tag. We added a new column that
holds the tag for each word in the IOBES labeling scheme.

4.2 Experimental Setup
We use PyTorch toolkit to test our approach for SpRL. We choose the
RoBERTa base model provided by the Transformers package from
the HuggingFace library. We limit our sentence length to 63 tokens,
equal to the longest sentence of the corpus, instead of 512 initially
supported by RoBERTa. We have kept the default suggested size of
the batch, which is 32. In order to prepare the data for RoBERTa we
need to tokenize all sentences. To prepare the data for RoBERTa,
we need to tokenize all sentences. For that, we have used the Rober-
taTokenizer class from roberta-base model. Then, to fine-tuning
RoBERTa for SpRL tasks, we used the RobertaForTokenClassifi-
cation class for token classification. Hence, we encased RoBERTa-
Model and adds a token-level classifier on top of the RoBERTaModel.
We utilized the AdamW optimizer. The hyper-parameters search
for the fine-tuning process involves the number of epochs (3 to 6),
the learning rates 3e-5, and eps = 1e-8. We also include a scheduler
that reduces the learning rate linearly over the epochs. After the
fine-tuning process is complete, for each token we have 13 separate
vectors ( 1 input vector + 12 from RoBERTa hidden layers) of length
768. We then concatenate the last four layers, providing a single
word vector per token with length 3,072.

To generate word embeddings, we use torch.nn.Embedding mod-
ule from PyTorch along with Global Vectors (GloVe) proposed by

2http://www.cs.tulane.edu/ pkordjam/SpRL.htm# data
3http://confluence.org

[20]. We have also tested word2vec embedding, but Glove gives us
a better result. We choose 1D CNN to construct character-level em-
beddings followed by a 1d maxpool operation. Hyper-parameters of
the CNN was set after tuning to an embedding size of 30, a window
size of 3, and 30 filters. The size of the POS tag came empirically
with 30 dimensions each.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the experimental results are shown and discussed.
First of all we present an ablation analysis of results, then an error
analysis of experimental results. We present our main results for
SpRL individual spatial role identification and relation extraction
in Table 1 and Table 2.

5.1 Ablation study
An ablation analysis was used to investigate the impacts of mix-
ing static word embedding, POS tag, character embedding ,and
RoBERTa vector. Table 1 and Table 2 shows that the proposed model
improves the F1-score across almost all datasets. Based on those
results, we can deduce the influence of supplementing a static word
embedding with RoBERTa embedding. We also observe that adding
POS tags and character representation improves the performance
compared to only using the word embedding.

5.2 Error analysis
We manually examined the errors to determine their nature. For
example, the model wrongly assigns a spacial role to a word that is
not one. For instance, consider the following sentence:

A mountain range with three outstanding rock summits at sunrise.

The system classifies “at” as an SI and “sunrise” as LM while “in”
has no spatial sense.

In addition, the model assigns none tag to a token that plays
spatial roles. In this example,

a lake with a couple of mountains behind it .

"lake" is wrongly classified as none and "it" labeled with none
tag, whereas it should be tagged as LM.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new method to improve the accuracy
of SpRL tasks. First of all, fine-tune RoBERTa for SpRL and gen-
erate relative contextualized word embeddings. Then, we mix the
RoBERTa vectors with static word vectors enhanced with both POS
tags and CNN-Based character representation. In the next step, we
feed the resulting vector to a BiLSTM network. Finally, we add a
CRF layer to exploit the neighbor tags while predicting current tags
at the last stage.

Experimentation results are conducted on SemEval-2012 and
SemEval-2013 Task 3 datasets and show that our proposed method
increases the accuracy of Spatial information classification tasks in
all datasets.

For future work, we ought to improve the performance of our
work by introducing syntactic dependencies and mixing them with
RoBERTa contextualized vectors.
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Table 1: F1 scores comparison on the SemEval 2012 dataset with TR=Trajector, LM=Landmark, SI=Spatial Indicator, and
relation=Spatial relation

System TR LM SI Relation
Glove 0.633 0.685 0.887 0.601
BERT 0.708 0.773 0.916 0.699
RoBERTa 0.720 0.799 0.923 0.719
Glove+RoBERTa 0.723 0.801 0.927 0.722
Glove+RoBERTa+POS+Char 0.734 0.803 0.931 0.729
SpRL systems

EtoE-IBT-CLCP [12] 0.673 0.797 0.869 0.617
KUL-SKIP-CHAIN-CRF [13] 0.646 0.756 0.900 0.500
UTDSpRL [22] 0.707 0.772 0.823 0.573

Table 2: F1 scores comparison on the SemEval 2013 dataset with TR=Trajector, LM=Landmark, SI=Spatial Indicator, and
relation=Spatial relation

System TR LM SI Relation
Glove 0.613 0.652 0.831 0.427
BERT 0.669 0.780 0.901 0.600
RoBERTa 0.701 0.789 0.901 0.610
Glove+RoBERTa 0.726 0.790 0.915 0.611
Glove+RoBERTa+POS+Char 0.733 0.792 0.919 0.613
SpRL systems

SpRL-CNN [19] NA NA NA 0.460
UNITOR-HMM-TK [2] 0.682 0.785 0.926 0.458
VIEW [15] 0.732 0.678 0.749 0.235
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